NTT Communications managed services called Global Management One, provide technology that embrace cloud services and extend end-to-end offerings, delivering excellence business innovation with you to your clients’ to manage mission critical applications in a highly compliance environments.

**Cloud Revolution Continues**

1. Supporting and ensuring stability infrastructure whilst customers’ focusing IT digital transformation.

2. Data migration (to cloud or another cloud) and management can be daunting and we will manage the challenges together.

**Security**

- Ability to integrate security protection and policies to mitigate risks at the same time coincide with your customers’ goals.

- Customisable Manage Service portfolio to fit your customers’ requirement optimising the support.

**Capabilities**

- NTT Communications Highlights
  - ISO20000 IT Service Management. PCI-DSS.
  - Over 4,700 certified engineers globally.
  - 140 Data Centres world-wide.
  - Global high speed network

**Growing Your Business**

- Raise the opportunity to expand your business.

- Leveraging on each other skillsets to improves project successes.

---

Global Management One is a leading range of next generation managed services from NTT Communications, delivering smart, reliable and secure IT solutions that make to the bottom line, energize businesses and propel innovation.
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